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About This Content

Hello everyone, we are happy to announce Survival Supporter pack. This is a pack of extra goodies for the people who want to
support Survival developers.

More items will be added to the supporter pack as we progress develop of Survival . The Survival Supporter Pack includes the
following digital items:

- Exclusive body tattooes

- Unique trader opened

- Exclusive cloth skins available

- Exclusive weapons and skins available
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- Game currency bonus

- x2 inventory slots volume

This list can will be expand through time so stay tuned for more goodies!! Thank you everybody for all your support.
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10/10 You can have♥♥♥♥♥♥♥face. :ok_hand:. tl;dr: Download the Free/Essential version first, before coughing up 55€ for
the Pro.

Can't recommend at this stage, unless you're prepared to do a lot of your own implementation, or are going to bake your
animations to sprite sheets.

Most of the reference implementations are old and unfinished, the official "generic implementation" has been "coming soon"
for quite a while now. In general the dev teams' approach to implementation has been "if you build it, they will come". There are
a few okayish implementations available, but most are out-of-date and/or very unpolished.
Even though Spriter is now officially past the 1.0 mark, the software itself is also very unfinished (lacking proper hotkeys for
instance) and very few of the things that were "supposed" to happen after Spriter went gold have happened.

So if you're looking for something production ready to just drop in to your favorite game engine, I would rather recommend
Spine. It costs more, but is very polished, and has a bunch of very mature runtimes for a pletorah of engines. Our teams
graphics artist has Spine, but we couldn't afford a second license, which is why I went ahead and gave Spriter a try.

EDIT: Check out the developer's comment below about updated reference implementations and planned updates to the
software. I'll be checking out the C# implementation ASAP, and will amend my review based on that soon.. Honestly, for the
hours i have in this game, it's one of my absolute favorites! I love the amount of possibility it has in, mods, physics, sandbox,
etc. The devs have added enough to make everything you build unique! I wish I spent more of my time playing this. I was very
disappointed that I had to ask for a refund on this game because it was the only one I could find that would let me put in my own
photos or screenshots for puzzles, but it required a VR headset (which, after buying the game, I was informed that I did not have
--- it's a thing that actually fits right on your head -- over your eyes ---- who knew such a thing even existed???). Anyway - the
game is probably a great game, but for me it didn't work out.
I rating it as recommended only because I am truly in no position to say it isn't any good but I wanted to get a comment in here
to let folks like me know what, exactly a VR headset was so they don't make the same mistake.. As a writer myself, i commend
these people!

This game is scary addicting, its impressively long. I am unsure how many different endings there are.

The characters are very well done! (Mindy is awesome), marathoned this game in a 6-8 hour session, will play again and again
until i feel like ive gotten the most out of it! I think i found a new genre to immerse myself in.

If you enjoy reading, and zombies, give this a go...with the price it is, you really have nothing to lose!. Devastatingly brilliant.
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Lovely game play - simple, addictive and makes you think. Great little puzzle generator. Great stuff.. Got it from GOTY edition
;). Bought it thinking it was gonna be great fun, but found it to get old fast.. It's not like it used to be the platforming got way
more slippery and you can't even jump most of the time because you get stuck on the ground for no reason whatsoever. well
after a friend said they are having problems with this unit and reading the comments on here i had to test this out i've owned this
dlc for over a year now re installed around 8 months ago due to new system recieved all current updates from steam took this
out for a ride on the edinburgh to glasgow route on a quick drive and used one of the default liverys i used high settings with and
without the dymanic setting and gladly haven't found a problem with it i do believe it is a bit tempermental in scenarios but that
usaully if you've not got all the necesary dlc and using a livery added from a third party like uk train sim for example, this game
really does need a high end processor over 3ghz intel or 4ghz amd and graphics card i recommend one of the more expensive
Nvidia graphics cards i am talking like over the \u00a3100 mark, also i meant to say that you need to make up this two carriage
unit you need to make sure you use DMS then DMSL of the same livery then flip around so that the cabs at the back go to quick
drive click on train then custom click confim and wait for all the stock to load up to do this hope this helps.. When I got this
game I was like dang,one heck of a game!! :D. It's short but fun!. Go Home Dinosaurs mixes tower-defense with tetris-like
towers. I like this because you then have to plan what towers to use on which level, some you like may not be able to fit on some
levels, this actually makes sure all towers are used and not just a select few.

It runs very well, the cutscenes are cute and I am having a blast with the levels.
Achievements are not hard to get, I assume they have lower-clear rate because people got bored of the game as I do feel the first
few levels are slow because of the lack of towers unlocked but any tower-defense game has this so I do not mind it. Bear
through the first few slow levels and then the fun starts once you unlock more towers.

You can use new towers in earlier levels too which is nice as often tower-defense games don't allow you to do this.

Only issue with the game is the characters voice, however you can turn that off in options so thank you developers.

It is fun, however maybe not as fun as other's in the same genre so I would wait for a discount unless you really like what you
see if you watch some videos.
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